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Abstract: The key aspect of sentiment analysis is to identify opinion or sentiment words in reviews. Important 

solutions of sentiments are sentiment lexicons that are the words present in review dataset called as opinion or 

sentiment words.  These words are helps to identify positive or negative opinion or sentiments. There are huge 

number of opinion reviews are available online. Opinion mining focus on these to generate differentiate 

between positive, negative and neutral. Today movie reviews and micro blogging website are very popular like 

IMDB and twitter on which user post their views, opinion etc. The information is generated either through 

computer or mobile by one user and many can view them. Sentiment analysis is challenging task for this we 

focus on two methods of machine learning techniques are used in sentiment analysis such as Naïve Bayes and 

SVM. Sentiment analysis refers to predicting or telling the document or sentence text holds positive, negative or 

neutral opinion on some target. The aim of this paper is to develop a new system which a lexicon based 

approach and compare the accuracy on different domain of dataset using sentiment analysis. 
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I. Introduction 
As its formation, the World Wide Web has undergone a rapidly transform, when universal users started 

to connect with network. For the time being, various latest technologies emerge to improve computers and 

networks, operational expenses related to web sites and the cost of computer hardware minimized significantly, 

which all together participated to a popularization of the Internet. Also, an wonderful number of latest 

development tools, components, frameworks and applications appeared, like Content Management System 

which is a framework that permits agile web site development. These user friendly systems have all the facilities 

required for easy installation, content publication and edition, allow a common user to make public 

online content without being a computer professionals or a programmer. Because of these nice facilities, more 

online web forums, specialized web sites  and blogs  have been developed, growing dramatically the number of 

content generated by ordinary users. The new concepts introduced by Web 2.0, more value started to be given to 

the active participation of users and communities, especially through knowledge contribution of each member to 

enrich worldwide global information. As a result of this new order, as long as a public space for community 

discussions became almost a outline for new web applications. To gather the new demand, most web sites like 

web magazines , social networks, newspapers and e-commerce websites had to modify their systems to fulfill 

with new design standards introduced by Web 2.0, which surrounded by other things provides a common space 

allowing communication of users through the swap of opinions and experiences. Since then, a enormous amount 

of data has been produced by online users, a precious content that can be extremely useful both as a  

complementary, but also in many cases as a primary and unique source of information. Because of the nature of 

this content, which is unstructured data in appearance of free text, the recovery and extraction of meaningful 

information depends on particular techniques. This work investigate the use of such techniques focused on the 

analysis of user-generated content in the e-commerce context. Hence it will specially analyze consumers or 

customers opinions, also called users reviews. Even though this work narrow the subject domain, nearly the 

same concepts can be applied and extended to any other domain which is likely to acknowledge opinions. 

Sentiment analysis, also called opinion mining, opinion extraction, review mining. Sentiment analysis 

is the area of study that consider people‟s opinions, sentiments, evaluations, appraisals, attitudes, and emotions 

towards entities such as products, services, organizations, individuals, issues, events, topics, and their attributes. 

It represents a large problem space. In opinion mining task we identify the orientation of opinion by the holder 

towards any object which may be a collection of features or components or attributes. Sentiment analysis and 

opinion mining mainly focuses on opinions which express or imply positive or negative sentiments. In natural 

language processing (NLP) research had been done about people‟s opinions and sentiments before the year 

2000. Since then, the field has become a very active research area. There are several reasons for this. First, it has 

a wide arrange of applications, almost in every domain. The industry surrounding sentiment analysis has also 
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increase due to the production of commercial applications. This provides a strong motivation for research. 

Second, it offers many challenging research problems, which had never been studied before. Third, for the first 

time in human history, we now have a huge volume of opinionated data in the social media on the Web. Without 

this data, a lot of research would not have been possible. Web contains huge volumes of opinionated text. 

Internet users express personal experiences and opinions on almost anything at review websites, discussion 

groups, forums, blogs, etc. This valuable information is publicly available for Internet users. However, the large 

collection of opinions on the Web makes it very difficult to get useful information easily. Reading all reviews to 

make an informed decision is a time-consuming job. Reading different and possibly even contradictory opinions 

written by different reviewers may make businesses/customers more confused. These reviews need to be 

explored, analyze and organized for better decision making. These needs have inspired a new line of research on 

mining customer opinions, which is called opinion mining. Sentiment classification is a task in text 

classification, in which there are two classes: positive and negative classes. Sentiment classification is 

conducted on the basis of sentiment rather than the topics as it is conducted in typical document classification. 

Sentiment classification techniques highly rely on sets of positive and negative lexicons to identify other 

indicative terms appearing in review opinions. 

There are three levels on which sentiment analysis can be performed. Document Level classifies the 

whole document as positive, negative or neutral and commonly known as document-level sentiment 

classification. In this approach, it is assumed that the document contains an opinion on one main object 

expressed by the author of the document. Sentence level classifies the sentences and identifies positive, negative 

or neutral opinion, commonly known as sentence-level sentiment classification. Aspect & Feature level 

classifies sentences/documents as positive, negative or neutral based on the aspects of those 

sentences/documents commonly known as aspect-level sentiment classification. 

The most important key of sentiments are sentiment lexicons that are the words present in review 

dataset called as opinion words.  These words are generally used to identify positive or negative sentiments. The 

example of positive words is good, beautiful, nice and the example of negative words are poor, bad. Also there 

are phrases used in sentiment analysis. A list of such positive, negative and phrases is called as a sentiment 

lexicon or opinion lexicon. 

In this paper, we compare the two machine learning techniques with multi domain dataset. The result 

of these techniques is totally de pending on which type of dataset is used during execution of techniques. 

 

II. Related Work 
The various experiments are conducted using the customer reviews of various electronics products such  

as digital cameras, DVD player, mp3 player and cellular phone. All the reviews were collected from 

Amazon.com and C|net.com. Products in these sites have a huge number of product reviews. Each of the format 

of reviews were text review and a title. Further information existing but not used in this experiment includes 

date, time, author name and location (for Amazon reviews), and ratings. For each product, firstly crawled and 

downloaded the first 100 reviews. These review documents were then cleaned to remove HTML tags. After that, 

NLProcessor is used to generate partof-speech tags. The objective of this paper is to provide a feature-based 

summary of a large number of customer reviews of a product sold online. This experimental result indicates that 

the proposed techniques are very promising in performing their tasks. The average recall of opinion sentence 

extraction is nearly 70%. The average precision of opinion sentence extraction is 64%. WordNet is used as a 

dictionary to determine the opinion words and their synonyms and antonyms [1]. Large numbers of movie 

reviews are collected from different-different websites. Movie reviews contain the user and critic reviews, there 

are various websites available on the web which contain movie. Final results are presented in graphical charts. 

To compute how well the system classifies each document as compared to human decision, all the documents 

were manually classified and the corresponding opinion was determined. The results were then compared with 

the result of the system. Same reviews were also applied to the other system named as “AIRC Sentiment 

Analyzer” available online[14]. Finally the results of the two systems were compared and the results have 

shown that the results of the document based Sentiment orientation system are better than that of AIRC 

Sentiment Analyzer[2]. The use of „Adverb+Verb‟ combine with „Adverb+Adjective‟ combine for document-

level sentiment classification of a review. Though, the aspect-level sentiment profile produces a more focused 

and accurate sentiment summary of a particular movie and is more useful for the users. The results demonstrate 

that adding the sentiment score of „Adverb + Verb‟ combines to the commonly used „Adverb + Adjective‟ 

combine further improves the accuracy of sentiment classification. The best weight age factor for verb scores 

obtained through multiple experimental runs is 30%. We have collected 10 reviews each for 100 Hindi movies 

from the popular movie review database website www.imdb.com.They have labelled all these reviews manually 

to evaluate performance of our algorithmic formulations. Out of 1000 movie reviews collected, 760 are labelled 

positive and 240 are labeled as negative reviews. [3] 
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Peter Turney[4] introduces a simple unsupervised learning algorithm for rating a review as thumbs up 

or down. The algorithm has three steps: (1) extract phrases containing adjectives or adverbs, (2) estimate the 

semantic orientation of each phrase, and (3) classify the review based on the average semantic orientation of the 

phrases. In experiments with 410 reviews from Epinions, the algorithm attains an average accuracy of 74%. It 

appears that movie reviews are difficult to classify, because the whole is not necessarily the sum of the parts; 

thus the accuracy on movie reviews is about 66%. On the other hand, for banks and automobiles, it seems that 

the whole is the sum of the parts, and the accuracy is 80% to 84%. Travel reviews are an intermediate case. Bo 

Pang and Lee[5] examine the effectiveness of applying machine learning techniques to the sentiment 

classification problem. A challenging aspect of this problem that seems to distinguish it from traditional topic-

based classification is that while topics are often identifiable by keywords alone, sentiment can be expressed in a 

more subtle manner. For example, the sentence “How could anyone sit through this movie?" contains no single 

word that is obviously negative. Thus, sentiment seems to require more understanding than the usual topic-based 

classification. So, apart from presenting results obtained via machine learning techniques, author also analyzes 

the problem to gain a better understanding of how difficult it is. Ding, Liu [6] has focus on task to decide 

whether the comments are positive or negative That is, given a set of product features of a product, he has 

accurately identify the semantic orientations of opinions expressed on each product feature by each reviewer. 

The method basically counts the number of positive and negative opinion words that are near the product feature 

in each review sentence. If there are more positive opinion words than negative opinion words, the final opinion 

on the feature is positive and otherwise negative. Dave, Lawrence [7] describes a tool for sifting through and 

synthesizing product reviews, automating the sort of work done by aggregation sites or clipping services. We 

begin by using structured reviews for testing and training, identifying appropriate features and scoring methods 

from information retrieval for determining whether reviews are positive or negative. These results perform as 

well as traditional machine learning methods. Then use the classifier to identify and classify review sentences 

from the web, where classification is more difficult. Min Kim [8] has address the challenge problem in 

sentiment analysis that is given a Topic (e.g.,“Should abortion be banned?”)  and a set of texts about the topic, 

find the Sentiments expressed about (claims about) the Topic (but not its supporting subtopics) in each text, and 

identify the people who hold each sentiment. To avoid the problem of differentiating between shades of 

sentiments, simplify the problem to: identify just expressions of positive, negative, or neutral sentiments, 

together with their holders. For these 100 sentences were selected from the DUC 2001 corpus with the topics 

“illegal alien”, “term limits”, “gun control”, and “NAFTA”. Two humans annotated the 100 sentences with three 

categories (positive, negative, and neutral. Harb[09] has proposed a new approach for automatically extracting 

positive and negative adjectives in the context of opinion mining. Experiments conducted on training sets (blogs 

vs. cinema reviews) showed that our approach was able to extract relevant adjectives for a specific domain. Liu, 

Jingjing and Stephanie Seneff[11] have discussed a parse-and-paraphrase concept to measure the degrees of 

sentiment for product reviews. In this paper, they suggest a method to retrieving or extracting noun phrases 

adverb, adjective, based on clause structure found by parsing sentences into a hierarchical description. He has 

suggested a robust method for modelling the participation of adverb and negative words to the score for 

sentiment analysis. In this application 45% progress obtained using participating retrieving or extracting aspect-

based from restaurant reviews. Sentiment identification have been considered; though, the majority of previous 

work deliver binary polarities such as positive and negative, and the polarity of sentiment is just reversed at a 

time of negation is identified. 

 

III. Proposed Methodology 
There are three levels of sentiment analysis i.e., Document level, Sentence level and Aspect level. In 

this research we are going to discuss our work which is related with Document level as well as sentence level 

sentiment analysis. It classifies the whole document as positive or negative and commonly known as document-

level sentiment classification. In Sentence level, it classifies the complete sentence as positive or negative. In 

this, we studied the document and sentence level approach using various domain datasets. In this experiment 

work, we used movie review and Product review dataset. Today huge numbers of users are interested to check 

the movie and product rating on different website before watching the movie and buying the product. They are 

aware about all these things. Maximum website uploading the movie review with ratings; such as 7.2 out of 10 

or four star out of five star. Various users from different streams are write about product popularity. In this work 

we are mostly focus on auto generate the rating score of any movie. Our experiment is not only limited to 

specific dataset. With the help of this our system and the dictionary of positive and negative words, we are able 

to determine the rating score of any aspect. The process or methodology of this system shows in following 

figure. 
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Figure 3.1: Architecture of System 

 

The following are methods we use to implement the mining reviews using sentiment Analysis. 

A. Dataset 

Use dataset of Movies Reviews from IMDB, There are 1400 movie reviews in which 700 are positive and 700 

are negative movie reviews. 

Total 10,000 recent IPhone tweets are downloaded from twitter to generate the product review dataset. 

 

B. Data Pre-processing 

Pre-processing on review dataset by using following techniques, 

 Reading single or multiple files. 

 Skip white spaces 

 Remove Numbers 

 Remove Punctuation 

 Remove stop words 

 Tokenization 

 Stem Document 

 Create Corpus 

 

C. To generate the score of reviews as positive, negative, Neutral: 

We generate a single score for each movie and every tweet. It shows the final count of positive or negative 

words are present in review. The document is positive if final score count is greater than 1 and the document is 

negative if final score count is lower than 1.   

D. Classification of Score of user reviews. 

We apply various methods and algorithms such as Naïve bayes and SVM on these selected score. 

E. Result 

Result is shows that movie review or tweet is positive or negative and compare our system rating result.  

 

IV. Experimental Results With Graph 
We used movie review dataset available by Pang and Lee. There are total 14000 English movies review 

documents in which 700 are positive review and 700 are negative review. Basically this is IMDB movie review 

dataset. IMDB is a very popular website where user can put reviews and rating about movie. Any user can check 

the movie rating by accessing this website. This type of ratings is available in number such as (Rating 7.8 out of 

10). Thus user can easily imagine the popularity of movie. Second, We have downloaded the tweet for the 

#IPhone tag means this will return the tweet that has text in tweet #IPhone from recent to old fashion 

automatically. For our task we have downloaded 10000 tweets. A score is generated using unigram model or 

dictionary based model or lexical model.in score generation the word of review dataset or each tweet are 
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separated and then compared with the word list of positive and negative words. This word list contains the list of 

positive words and the list of negative words. If for positive words any hit occurs the score is increased by 1 and 

if hit is occurs for negative word then score is decreased by 1. In this step the score value is assigned to every 

document or tweet. It should be positive or negative depends upon the review document or tweet. The maximum 

and minimum score for tweet, we have got is +15 and -13 and all other values lies between them and the 

maximum and minimum score for movie review, we have got is +25 and -21 and all other values lies between 

them. The result of this step is stored in matrix form. 

In the next step, we used two different machine learning techniques such as Naive bayes and Support 

Vector Machine (SVM) to determine the sentiment of document.  For the classification purpose we divide our 

data into 70% for training purpose and 30% for testing purpose. The training data has 490 positive and 490 

negative review documents and for testing purpose we use 30% of the data, which is 210 for positive testing 

data and 210 for negative testing data. There are total 980 training data and total 420 testing data for movie 

reviews. 

We have calculated Precision, Recall and accuracy of naive bayes and SVM algorithm. In following 

table Naive bayes algorithm provides Precision 0.67, Recall 0.54 and Accuracy 0.76 and SVM provides 

Precision 0.74, Recall 0.59 and Accuracy 0.87. For Product review, Naive bayes algorithm provides Precision 

0.71, Recall 0.74 and Accuracy 0.81 and SVM provides Precision 0.86, Recall 0.83 and Accuracy 0.93.. 

 

 
Graph 4.1: Precision, Recall and Accuracy 

 

V. Conclusion 
Various users are checking the rating before buying a product or watching the movies. Our system 

effectively shows the popularity of particular aspects. There is no need to read all reviews. This system 

completely works as automated rating system. There are various techniques available on different domain of 

dataset. We used Naive Bayes and Support vector machine algorithm. From this paper we conclude that, 

Support vector machine provides best result than Naive bayes on mentioned dataset, but it is depend on dataset. 

Same technique apply on product reviews gives good accuracy and for movie reviews, accuracy is decreased. 

The main reason of high accuracy comparing to previous is due to pre-processing and removal of non-opinion 

reviews or tweets from data, this reduce the search space. 
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